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Assembly Instructions for Kitty Kondo 2 #K344

Inventory: The Kitty Kondo #K344 consists of (5) #C48 48” high panel (1)
#CDD48 48” high double door (1) #F24 shelf (1) #C48C lid (top) (30) #200
panel clips (6) #175 door clips (12) #FDC fold down clips (6) #250 floor divider
clips . The panels will already have been snapped together in a chain. Optional
purchase: (1) floor or a floor /with wheels. *Note: Please make sure all your
inventory is complete.

Step 1: Begin by unwrapping and stretching out the panels in the shape of a
2’x4’ area. The door may go wherever you choose. Snap the enclosure together
with the #200 panel clips provided. *Note: If you purchased a floor without
wheels you will need to place this floor (pipe side up) inside the cage area before
snapping the final #200 panel clips on. Connect the panels to the floor with the
#250 floor divider clips provided – attaching (2) clips near the ends of each 2 ft.
panel to the floor pipe (see figure 1 below).
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Step 2:
Next, ‘fold down’ flat the #FDC clips inside the perimeter of the
enclosure. Make sure each clip is flat (the #F24shelf will rest upon these.) Place
the 2’x4’ #F24floor on the #FDC fold down clips and attach the floor to the
enclosure’s center bar with the #250 floor divider clips provided. You will snap
on (1) #250 floor divider clip in the middle of each 2 ft. panel section. (see figure
2 below)
Step 3: Finally, place the #C48C lid on top of the enclosure – making sure the
#200 panel clips face down. Snap the (12) clips to the upper perimeter of the
enclosure and ‘even up’ any sides that are sagging.

Congratulations! You are now ready to use your Kali-Ko Kitty Kondo #K344
enclosure.
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